MEMBER SUCCESS STORIES

In the spotlight with:

Emma Hanson
In what year did you join Young Living?
2019.

How did you find out about Young Living & who introduced
you to Young Living?
Through Instagram and my amazing enroller Simone Wilken.

What was your occupation before joining Young Living?
Bathroom Sales and Design.

What makes Young Living unique?
Young Living is a company that deeply cares about supporting
their members and encouraging community. Young Living has a
heartbeat where most companies have a bottom line.

How has your life changed since you joined Young Living?
I’m a completely different person than I was before I joined Young
Living. In the best way possible these products have enriched my
home and my family. This business has forced me to grow in
ways I didn’t realise my life had been longing to grow. Before I
started this journey, I was someone deeply insecure, very alone
and still on a search for something I could be passionate about.
I’d left school with the question “what do I want to do when I
grow up “still unanswered and all these years later I still had no
idea, until Young Living.
This business gave me confidence to be myself, it welcomed and
embraced my unique qualities and needed me to just turn up as
myself exactly as I was, no more or no less. The people I met here
not only made room for me at the table but became my best
friends. Joining Young Living and stepping into this business I
can confidently say changed my life and gave the control of
that life back to me, to enjoy, thrive and love.

What is your favourite Young Living product? Why?
Explain what the benefits are to you.
Stress Away. It was the first oil I opened from my Starter Bundle
and fell in love with. I love how versatile it is. It can help me by
supporting a calm and uplifting atmosphere. Also, it has become
my daily perfume.
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Were you sceptical about essential oils and the Young Living
opportunity before?
I was completely skeptical about oils, I had no experience with
supporting my family and home with oils. I hadn’t come from
a holistic family, and my knowledge was below basic. I wanted
to believe in the products, but I was starting from scratch. With
the business opportunity, I was completely skeptical but SO
curious at the same time! I felt like it was too good to be true!
What changed your mind about Young Living?
Using the oils, making a conscious effort to replace and remove
the harsh products in our home and bring in natural alternatives.
I couldn’t deny how we felt within our bodies and our home. THAT
is what changed my mind, it was setting up a daily routine and
allowing the products to support our wellbeing that made me
see the benefits of the products and changed my mind. With
the business, I would say the same thing! I showed up, I worked
hard every day, I choose to believe that it was possible and that
nothing was too good to be true. I leaned into my community
and the resources. Being consistent meant that I started to see
not just growth in my business but in myself personally!

At what point did you decide to focus on Young Living full
time?
From the day I said yes to stepping into the business I made
a commitment to give it all I possibly could. In the past, I’ve
always been the type who wavered or quit hard things. I made
a promise to myself that I would believe in myself, show up
consistently from day one and give it my absolute all, because
I felt myself and my business deserved that level of passion and
commitment.

Why would you recommend others join Young Living?
The community, the personal growth, the products. The list goes
on! It would be easier to list why not to join Young Living, because
there isn’t a single reason I can think of.

What do you think is the most incorrect myth you heard
about Young Living?
That only people at the top succeed.

What would your response be to correct this myth if you
heard it yourself?
I’d say that’s completely false. Success comes to those who work
hard for it. I have had the joy of being able to watch some of my
members excel past me at times and stand beside them to help
them meet me where I am. We all start off as beginners and we
rise by lifting others.
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